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Whale sound recording technology as
a tool for assessing the effects of boat
noise in a Brazilian marine park

Using passive acoustic technology,
researchers record the movements of whales,
assess the impacts of noise from boat tours, and
help reﬁne tourism management
By Renata S. Sousa-Lima and Christopher W. Clark

Editor’s Note: You can hear whale song recordings and see a brief
video clip showing the movements of two whales before, during,
and after exposure to tourism boat noise, both products of this
study, on the Park Science Web site (http://www.nature.nps.gov/
ParkScience/index.cfm?ArticleID=270).

M

ALE HUMPBACK WHALES (MEGAPTERA NOVAEANGLIAE) (ﬁg. 1) produce “songs”—long, patterned
sequences of sounds—that are presumed to function
as a reproductive display on the breeding grounds (Payne and
McVay 1971; Winn and Winn 1978; Tyack 1981). Many preferred
breeding areas are conservation hot spots protected by marine
parks, and the whale-watching industry has ﬂourished in those
sites (Hoyt 2001). Noise generated from whale-watching boat
traﬃc can mask important aspects of whale communication. This
raises concerns about the potential inﬂuence of noise on reproductive success and population growth. Gray whales may temporarily or permanently abandon critical areas because of excessive
exposure to boat noise (Bryant et al. 1984). Therefore, managers
in parks created to protect and conserve whales are often faced

Figure 1. A humpback whale (Megaptera novaeangliae) exposes its
tail or ﬂuke, a common occurrence while singing, in Abrolhos Marine
National Park. Scientists use the unique black-and-white markings
of the underside of the ﬂuke to identify individuals. Brazilian Navy
facilities are visible on Santa Bárbara Island in the background.

with the task of managing noise-generating tourism activities,
especially in breeding areas.
Because whales are acoustic specialists (Richardson et al. 1995),
investigations can rely on listening to understand their social
system. Recent advances in passive acoustic technology allow
researchers to follow the movements of whales by locating and
tracking vocalizing individuals. By continuously sampling and
simultaneously following multiple whales, investigators can
describe the movements of cohorts of individuals. By comparing
whale tracks with the tracks and acoustic characteristics of human
activities, investigators can measure whale responses to humancaused disturbance, such as an approaching vessel.
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In this study, we used passive acoustic technology to evaluate the
eﬀects of boat traﬃc on the spatial-acoustic behavior of vocally
active male humpback whales in the Abrolhos Marine National
Park, Brazil (ﬁg. 2); this park is situated in the main humpback
whale breeding grounds in the southwestern Atlantic Ocean (Engel 1996). Our speciﬁc objectives were (1) to determine the types
of singer responses to an approaching boat, and (2) to identify the
“distance of disturbance”—the distances to which avoidance (i.e.,
movement away from boat) and behavioral disruption (i.e., cessation of singing) are observed.
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whale song and (2) the location of the sound in relation to other
located singers. We consolidated all located sounds from the
same singer within 90 seconds into a single median point location and interpolated the sequences of such locations to yield an
acoustic track using a custom programming routine (ISRAT_LT
1.3.2, Urazghildiiev unpublished) also written in MATLAB.
We gave Global Positioning System (GPS) units to tourism boats
before they visited the park, and generated boat tracks from the
GPS locations in ISRAT_LT 1.3.2. We used tracks of whales and
boats to measure speed and boat-whale distances. We analyzed
the spatiotemporal patterns of the movements of singers and
boats to determine the orientation of each singer’s movement
in relation to a boat’s movement. Possible orientations included
away, toward, and neutral movement; neutral movement indicated that the boat track was parallel to the whale track after the
closest point of approach between whale and boat.
We deﬁned treatment periods (pre-exposure, exposure, and
post-exposure) for each singer based on the distances between
singer and vessel. Pre-exposure was deﬁned as the period before
the closest point of approach between whale and boat during
which distances were greater than 4.0 kilometers (2.5 mi). The
period considered “exposure” occurred while the distances
between whale and boat were less than 4.0 kilometers, which is a
documented mean for whale-boat distance shown to have caused
bowhead and humpback whales to respond to vessels (Richardson et al. 1985; Baker and Herman 1989). Post-exposure was
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We deployed an array of four “pop-ups” (ﬁg. 3) programmed to
record continuously from 5 July to 4 October 2005 inside the area
of the Abrolhos Marine National Park in the northeastern part
of the Abrolhos Bank (16°40'–19°30'S). The whale sounds were
detected and located in the recordings using the software XBAT
(http://www.xbat.org) written in MATLAB (the MathWorks computing language and interactive environment). We assigned each
located whale sound to a particular individual singer based on (1)
the unique repetition pattern of the sounds within the humpback
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INSET: COURTESY OF LANDSAT.ORG, GLOBAL
OBSERVATORY FOR ECOSYSTEM SERVICES,
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
(HTTP://LANDSAT.ORG)

Figure 2. Investigators used passive acoustic technology to
document and analyze the effects of boat trafﬁc on the spatialacoustic behavior of vocally active male humpback whales in
Abrolhos National Marine Park. The polygons in the inset image
deﬁne the park area.

Figure 3. “Pop-ups”—marine autonomous recording units
developed by the Bioacoustics Research Program at Cornell
University—are ready to be deployed at sea.
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deﬁned as the period after the closest point of approach between
whale and boat during which distances were greater than 4.0
kilometers.

Results
We analyzed four tracks of a single tourism boat and 11 acoustically tracked singers. Some singers moved away and stopped singing
as the boat approached their location (four out of nine or 44.5%);
others moved away but kept singing (ﬁve out of nine or 55.5%).
The predominant movement of singers relative to the boat’s
closest point of approach was “away” (77.8%). Six of the nine
singers (66.7%) that moved away from the boat initiated movement before 4.0 kilometers (2.5 mi). The proportions of time
devoted to movement away from, toward, and neutral to the boat
were similar during pre-exposure. However, an increase in the
proportion of time moving away occurred during the exposure,
which continued to be disproportional during post-exposure
(ﬁg. 4). We identiﬁed two types of singer responses to the boat:
(1) displacement followed by cessation of vocal activity (44.5%)
and (2) displacement and continued vocal activity (55.5%). All
located singers in the sampled area were displaced as the boat
approached, and the ones that quit singing did not resume singing
for at least 20 minutes.

Noise generated from whale-watching
boat traﬃc can mask important aspects
of whale communication. This raises
concerns about the potential inﬂuence
of noise on reproductive success and
population growth.

Discussion
All whales moved from their original positions as the boat approached. Direct observations of singers being approached by
boats in Abrolhos show that if they stopped singing, they invariably also left the area. Thus, we interpret cessation of singing as
displacement.
Bejder et al. (2006) proposed that the individuals that are most
sensitive to boat approaches would abandon preferred areas
because of increased boat disturbance. Assuming this is true, only
the individuals less sensitive to boat disturbances would remain in
the area. The eﬀect this selection for boat noise–habituated males
could have on the population structure is unknown; it could aﬀect
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Figure 4. The pie graphs show the proportion of total time that the whales spent moving away from the boat (brown), neutral or not moving
(beige), or moving toward the boat (purple) during each treatment period. Pre-exposure was deﬁned as the period before the closest point
of approach between whale and boat during which distances were greater than 4.0 kilometers (2.5 mi). The period considered “exposure”
occurred while the distances between whale and boat were less than 4.0 kilometers. Post-exposure was deﬁned as the period after the
closest point of approach between whale and boat during which distances were greater than 4.0 kilometers.
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Our results should aid park managers in directing resources to keep noise
disturbance at low levels in the park, perhaps through expansion and enforcement
of regulatory measures such as the use of quieter engines, speed regulation, and boat
quantity limitation.

female choice and consequently the distribution of breeding success among the males of this population. A primary management
concern is that whale habituation to boats could increase the
probability of fatal encounters with vessels.
The majority of the singers (77.8%) moved away from the boat
at the boat’s closest point of approach, suggesting avoidance, although the most compelling evidence that singers avoid boats was
the direction of their movement. Almost 70% of singer movement
was away from the boat when the singer-boat distance was less
than 4.0 kilometers (2.5 mi). Vessel-singer distance also aﬀected
swimming direction of humpbacks oﬀ Hawai’i (Frankel and Clark
1988) and Alaska (Baker and Herman 1989): Whales moved away
from approaching vessels. In our study, during the post-exposure
period, singers were still moving away from the boat, which suggests a residual avoidance of the disturbance area.
Baker and Herman (1989) have observed boat avoidance orientation in humpback whales out to 8.0 kilometers (5.0 mi). The majority of singers in our study responded by swimming away from
the boat at distances greater than 4.0 kilometers (mean distance
of approximately 7.5 kilometers [4.7 mi]). Other studies from
boats and land-based platforms found that whales were disturbed
at closer ranges (<300 meters [984 ft]) (Watkins 1986; Corkeron
1995; Sousa-Lima et al. 2002; Morete 2007). While this could be a
reﬂection of smaller sampling areas or speciﬁc close-range analytical designs, it could also be a bias toward less sensitive whales.
We have shown that the use of an acoustic array provides the
acoustic equivalent of a bird’s-eye view into cetacean behavior
and can be a cost-eﬀective monitoring tool to evaluate marine
animal responses to human disturbances. Our results should aid
park managers in directing resources to keep noise disturbance at
low levels in the park, perhaps through expansion and enforcement of regulatory measures such as the use of quieter engines,
speed regulation, and boat quantity limitation.

Park managers can use passive acoustic technology in a variety of
wildlife management scenarios. This technology will help document and monitor wildlife distributions and responses to human
activities, especially in areas of low visibility, diﬃcult access, at
night, or underwater. The U.S. National Park Service has begun
to use acoustic monitoring of protected areas (e.g., Glacier Bay
National Park), and its use as a diagnostic and regulatory tool for
park rangers and managers may increase as its beneﬁts become
known.
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